101 Uses for the iPAD-iPhone Camera for Employment of Persons with Disabilities
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- Skill acquisition training
- Interviewing
- Development of Social Skills

Worksite Documentation
- Mymeasures pro
- Point&Measure
- Skype for tutoring
- Timelapse Experiments
- Educreation
- Showme

Writing and Teaching Work Tasks
- Popplet
- Pictello
- Audionote
- Noteability
- PaperDesk
- Penultimate
- Ghostwriting
- Storykit
- SonicPics
- Phototell
- Keynote presentation

Reading and Print Disabilities
- Textgrabber
- Prizmo
- Low Vision
- VisionAssist

Better Vision
EyeSight
Lightmeter
Lightdoctor
iColornamer
TapTapSee
MoneyReader
Recognizer
KNFB Reader

Assessment Tools
- Observations
- Sosh
- Mymeasures pro
- Point&Measure

Built in features
- Trim Videos on the Fly
- Capture images
- Video Cookbook recipes
- 2second clips of people for remembering
- Teaching task sequencing
- Video modeling
- Stillimage
- Upload to social media
- iMovie
- Upload to Youtube
- Converting to other formats
- Airdrop
- Crop
- Share
- Timer
- Using Head to turn pages
- Creating Albums for work task training and skill acquisition

Communication
- No cost AAC boards
- Over 200 AAC apps
- Soundingbrd

Distance Learning – Webinars
- Fuse
- Facebook
- Blackboard
- Gotomeeting
- Adobe Connect

Adaptations for the Camera
- AT PAD stand and Podium
- Add a Monocular
- Dual Eileens for iPAD training
- Recording lectures
- Position Perpendicular for observations
- Microscope and Telescope with Add on Monocular

Other
- Microscope
- Video Modeling
- Remote Sign Language Interpreting
- Capturing assignments off the board

10 X Optical Zoom Lens
Camera Telescope With Specialized Stand For iPad 2